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Abstract

The Disk-and-Washer cavity for electron acceleration is
under fabrication. We fabricated three units of test models
madeof OFC for real acceleration of electrons. In thesetest
models, RF frequency was about 3MHz higher than oper-
ating frequency 2857MHz. Therefore, new precise model
madeof aluminum were fabricated for investigation of this
frequency difference. These results and present states are
described.

1 INT RODUCTION

1.1 Disk-and-washer structure

The Disk-and-Washer(DAW) structure has features in
high stability, good vacuum properties and high shunt
impedance. It issuitable for ahigh beta region of accelera-
tor. Figure 1 shows the schematic picture of the biperiodic
L-support DAW. [1]
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Figure 1: Disk-and-Washer structure.

A washer is fixed by two supports. Four supports are
located on a disk with 90 degrees separation around the
beam axis, which support two washers. A couple of sup-
ports fixes one washer, and the rest two supports fix the
other washer.

A high power model of DAW consists of two 1.2m long
accelerating tubes connected by a coaxial bridge coupler.
Thecoaxial bridgecoupler hasan RF coupler, vacuumport,
and three frequency tuners. An operating frequency is de-
signed at 2857MHz so that it can replaceoneof threeexist-
ing disc-loaded waveguide accelerating tubes. This DAW
cavity issupposed to be installed theelectron linac system.

1.2 Accelerating mode and coupling mode

In the DAW structure, two modes should be tuned to an
operating frequency. One is an accelerating mode and the
other isa coupling mode. In the accelerating mode, strong
electric field is generated between the accelerating gap.
Figure 2 shows the electric field distribution for these two
modes.
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Figure 2: Electric field distribution calculated by SUPER-
FISH. Broken line showsa crosssection of support.

The support shape is designed to minimize the effect
on the electric field of accelerating mode; the support is
roughly perpendicular to theelectric field in Fig. 2.

2 MEASUREMEN T OF HIG H POWER CAVITY

Basic dimensions of the DAW cavity have been studied
by computer simulations and measurements of aluminum
models (cold model). In the high power cavity, main parts
of cavity are made of OFC. Three units of the high power
cavity (OFC model) were made for fabrication test and
measurement of properties. Thesemodelshave water cool-
ing paths, RF contacts and vacuum seals. A unit of cavity
includes two washers, and is about 20cm long along the
beam axis. Theseunitswereconnected together and termi-
nated by theendplates for cold measurement.

2.1 Accelerating mode frequency

Table 1 shows the measurement results of OFC model and
aluminum model. The two models have the same dimen-
sioned design. The OFC model was fabricated at the same
shop as the high power model. It has water cooling paths,
and all parts were brazed together. The measured acceler-
ating modefrequency (fa) of OFC model was3MHz higher
than theoperating frequency 2857MHz.

Al model OFC model
accelerating mode (fa) [MHz] 2857.4 2859.6

Table 1: Frequency difference between OFC model and
aluminum model.



This result indicates the existence of a shape difference.
This difference was not found by the inspection of dimen-
sions throughout thefabrication process. Thereason isdis-
cussed in the later section.

2.2 Dependenceof thenumber of cavities

Themeasurement datashowed thedependenceon thenum-
ber of cavities for the both modes. Figure 3,4 are the plots
of both modes.
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Figure 3: Dependence on the number of cavities in the ac-
celerating mode. This curve is fitted with consideration of
theeffect of endplate.
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Figure4: Dependenceon thenumber of cavities in thecou-
pling mode.

Because the OFC units have slightly higher frequencies
than thoseof the endplates, the frequency converges to the
intrinsic frequency of the OFC model units. The depen-
dence was not found in the aluminum model. The fitting
curve in Fig. 3 is based on above assumption. The equa-
tion for thecurve is

f = m1 +
2m2N

2N + 1
; (1)

where f is frequency, N is the number of cavities and
m1;m2 are fiting parameters. The high power model con-
sists of 24 units (48 cells), and thus the convergence value
of frequency wasestimated as 2859.6MHz atN = 2 4(See
Table 1 ).

Figure 4 is the plots of coupling mode frequency. Mea-
surement of the coupling mode frequency in not as easy as
the accelerating mode frequency. The coupling mode fre-
quency has strong dependence on the number of cavities,
because of the termination problem. We assume that the

frequency has dependence on
1

N
for fitting the plots. The

equation for the curve is

f = m1 +
m2

N
: (2)

The coupling mode frequency is estimated as 2876.3MHz
atN = 2 4.

3 NEW ALUMINU M MODEL MEASUREMENT

For investigation of the frequency difference, a new alu-
minum model (G2-model) was fabricated at thesame shop
as OFC model. Because, OFC modelswerealready brazed
and their supportsand washerscan not be exchanged. This
new aluminum model is called ”G2-model”, and the old
aluminum model is called ”G1-model”. We suppose that
G2-model has the same properties of OFC models. The
partsof G2-model are fixed by screwsfor replacement. The
support partsweretaken from thestock of theoriginal OFC
parts, because the curvature of support was considered to
becritical for thefrequency. Changing washersand/or sup-
ports, we measured the frequencies. These results are dis-
cussed in section 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 G2-model properties

G2-models are expected to have the same properties as
OFC model, because G2-models were produced through
thesameprocessasOFC model except for thematerial and
themethod of fixing theparts. Accordingly, we carried out
the same measurement as the OFC model on G2-models.
Table 2 shows thecomparison between two models.

G2-model OFC model
accelerating mode (fa) [MHz] 2863.0 2859.6

coupling mode (fc) [MHz] 2873.0 2876.3

Table2: Frequency differencebetween G2-model and OFC
model.

These results are the extrapolated values at 24 units, be-
cause the data of G2-model shows the dependence on the
number of cavities.

3.2 Support effect

The frequencies were measured, while G1-model supports
were replaced by those of G2-model. Table 3,4 show the
frequency variation that comes from theshape difference.



Original
Frequency (fa) [MHz]

G1-model 2857.5
G2-model 2860.7

With thesupportsof G2-model (OFC supports)
Frequency (fa) [MHz]

G1-model 2857.7

Table 3: Support effect for accelerating mode.

Original
Frequency (fc) [MHz]

G1-model 2815.6

With thesupportsof G2-model (OFC supports)
Frequency (fc) [MHz]

G1-model 2811.3

Table 4: Support effect for coupling mode.

These results indicate that the support effect is not so
large on the accelerating mode frequency. This is because
the dimensions of the supports are designed to minimize
the effect on the electric field of accelerating mode (See
Fig.2).

3.3 Washer effect

The frequencies were measured again, while G1-model
washers were replaced by those of G2-model. Table 5,6
shows the results. From these results, the effect is larger
than thesupport.

From these results, the frequency difference is due to
washers. The G1- and G2-model washers have the same
dimensions on the design, and the dimensions of washers
werecheckedby the final inspection of theproduction. The
curvaturesof thenosesand thecorners, however, cannot be
measured precisely.

Because the accelerating mode frequency is sensitive to
the nose shape, it may be the source of the frequency dif-
ference. The source of the frequency difference should be
identified for establishment of thewasher inspection meth-
ods. Weare investigating themethods for washer noses.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the accumulated data, the dimensions of cav-
ity are optimized by correcting the dimensions except the
washer part. In thisoptimization, we assumethat masspro-
duced washershave thesameproperties as OFC-model.

From the view point of the correction, there are two
problems to fix thedimension of cavity.

� Convergence of frequency

� Washer effect

Original
Frequency (fa) [MHz]

G1-model 2857.5
G2-model 2860.7

With thewashersof G2-model
Frequency (fa) [MHz]

G1-model 2860.6

Table5: Washer effect for accelerating mode.

Original
Frequency (fc) [MHz]

G1-model 2815.6

With the washersof G2-model
Frequency (fc) [MHz]

G1-model 2818.1

Table 6: Washer effect for coupling mode.

For correction of the dimensions, we have to know the
coefficient of the parameters and the current frequencies.
The frequencies areestimated by extrapolating from a few
data, which causes someambiguity.

Weareexpecting that thedifferenceof frequency can be
corrected by measuring the properties of individual wash-
ers. The inspection methods before unit brazing is being
considered.
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